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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DE]'INITIONS OF TEEMS USED 
Two of the greatest inventions of man are the map and the globe . 
They are used by the engineer, the navigator, the surveyor, the geologist, 
and the professional geographer, as well as lending a helpful service to 
a score of other professions. However, it is through their universal use 
to all mankind in •ivarious ways that they merit great.• st consideration. 
Mapa are a .means of expression in a vital and economic way. They 
have been justly termed, the "shorthand" records of knowledge. The SJJlount 
l 
of information contained on a good map is amazing. 
Educators have recognized the neeessi ty of maps and globes as part of 
the equipment of the classroom in the teaching of the social studies. 
Maps and globes are sources from 'Mftlioh information may be obtained. 
In r ecent years the program of reorganization in education has brought 
to the fore the question of the value and utility of a considerable amount 
of instructional material. To .make the social studies real and alive has 
been one of the instructor's greatest problems. 
The informed citizen of our country must of necessity use maps. 
From maps in newspapers and periodicals he obtains information on the 
latest happenings in the world whether it be the Red advance in China or 
tbe Berlin blockade. If the future citizens of the United States ere to 
1 H. Lathrop, "Map Clinic," School Science _!E!Ma.the.matics, March, 
1948, P• 216. 
1 
be able to tor.m intelligent opinions they must have maps 1n the social 
studies rooms from which they can be taught. 
Statement~~ ProbleJDJ-- It was the purpose of this study (l) to 
determine the amount and condition of the wall maps, atlases , and globes 
found in the social studies classrooms ot centr al Massachusetts schools; 
( 2) to compare the findings to .map standards set up for secondary schools 
by state departments of education and educators writing in the various 
learned publications. 
Importance of lli Study: - -The writer ' s interest in this subject was 
aroused as a result of the inadequacy of geographic knowledge possessed 
by our citizens and potential citizens as evidenced in newspapers, popular 
2 3 
magazines , and educational periodicals. The authors declare in these 
periodicals tm t we as a natlon are geographically illiterate. 
John W. Studebaker, for.mer United States Commissioner of Education , 
said in March, 1942, "Apart from rather backward nations we are more 
4 
illiterate geographically tba.n any other nation I know. •• 
2 "Geography Needs a Brush-Up Too," Saturday Evening Post, 216 : 104 
.April, 1944; J. Thurber, "17'76 and All That; 11 "Suggestions for Remedying 
Educational Situations Exposed by the Times," ~Yorker, 19: 15-17, 
.April 24, 1943. 
3 Clyde F. Kahn, "Thinking Geographically," Social Education, 
9: 252-4, October, 1945; George T. Renner, "What the World Has Taught Us 
About Geography," Journal .£!. Geography, 43: 321-30, December, 1944. 
4 B. Stiles, "'(fuy Not Teach Geography?" Harper ' s, 186: 626, May, 
1943. 
2 
In a world .made constantly narr<:7Nar by mechanical 
progress, geograpnical illiteracy is a species of blind-
ness. Certainly those of us today who lack some basic 
f~~iliarity with continents, oceans, distances, climates, 
mountains, air routes, etc., must grope thrcngh current 
events like .men with blurred si gb. t . 5 
It has been asserted that "the ·fate of civilization today demands 
q,uite largely upon an adequate program of geogrpahical education. And 
6 the task is def io.i tely the responsibility of the schools and colleges. tt 
Today more than ever before a knowledge of the w:>rld is 
important, and the global viewpoint .must be nourished and 
enlarged. Whenever places are discussed or the distribution 
patter n of any physical or cultural phenomenon is considered, 
students shoUld be taught to turn to a globe to see the pro-
blem area in its mrld setting. It is difficult, if not im-
possible, to think of a social studies problem the solution 
of which does not require reference to a globe or map. Where 
men live, how they are related to the natural environment, 
end how they are related spatially to other people and places 
throughout the world affect all human relationships. The globe 
and map are our guides and our means of visualizing the ' space 
qualities ' of these human relationships. 7 
Renner speaking of the usage of maps in the social studies says 
that without maps, or w.1. th maps in the classroom that are used im.per-
fectly or not at all, the social studies become stilted. History 
flounders without map orientation. History takes place in a definite 
5 Ib id . 
6 Parnell Vl. Pickelsimer, "lesson in Geography,'' Journal of Geog-
raphy, 45: 29-34, January, 1945. See also Wallace Atwood, "The New 
Meaning of Geography in World Education," Journal £!Geography, January , 
1947. 
7 Clyde Kohn, in William H. Hartley, ed., Audio-Visual Methods ~ 
Materials in the Social Studies, Eighteenth Yearbook, N.c.s.s., Washing-
ton, The CounCil, 1947, P• 130. 
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point which has relati ons W1. th other specific points and areas. Thus 
ma:ps are an aid to historical study. Without maps historical concepts 
8 
cannot be tied down. 
Learning about geographical processes without basing that learning 
upon the map is as difficult as studying microbiology without a micro-
scope. 
In like manner there is no such thing as civics or gover.nment in 
general. Instead they are located in detini t e areas v4lich can be con-
cei ved of only in map terms • 
When the ideas of political science are separated from their map 
relationships they .may depart very far from reality. 
In teaching of economics most concepts remain verbal abstractions 
until translated into realistic tenns. For example, the concept at 
I 
submarginal land is largely without meaning until it is expressed in terms J 
of tl::e map of the United States shewing, say, the areas devoted to rais- ' 
ing grains, when the price is eighty cents per bushel as compared to the 
areas given over to vhea.t when the price is two dollars. Without such 
expression the whole idea of submarginal land becomes an exercise in 
logic which is not a part of economics as a social study. 
One may conclude then that the use of the map by the social studies 
teacher is imperative and that proper map ccncepts gained from the 
8 G~orge Renner, "The Map as an Educational Instrument," Teachers 
College Record, 40: 713, April, 1939. 
===-=-==-====~========-=-~-==-~-~--==-=-==--·-=========================================================~===--~ 
repeated use of maps are perhaps now more important than the. historical, 
economic, political and social information which we insist should be 
learned. 9 
Each of the social sciences .makes a contribution to 
tbe m3thods of studying problems through the development 
and use Of a special approach. One of the major contri-
butions of geogr~phy is the method of studying problems 
through maps. 
Maps can be used at the end of a unit or a course to 
evaluate acccmplishment. Ways in which they can be used 
are greater in variety and number than found in common prac-
tice. They can be used not only to check skills in map read-
ing, i8t also several kinds of facts and understandings as 
well. 
In the Thirty-Second Yearbook of the 1\fational Society for the Study 
of Education it is stated: 
American ignorance of geography in this country is 
primarily the fault of the public school system. Geography 
in this country has been almost universally considered an 
elementary school subject. It is fairly welt taught in the 
grades, hardly touched in the high schools. 
Hendershot speaking of the use of geographical data presented on 
a map states: 
Today we are studying geographic facts which will have 
a direct bearing on the histor,y of tomor.l:'ow. This does wt 
mean that all history can be explained by geography. However, 
g George T. Renner, "The Map As an Educational Instrument," Social 
,!ducation, 4: 477-82, November, 1940. 
· 10 .Ka.j)beryne T. Whittemore , in Clyde Kohn, ed. , Geographic Approaches 
to Social Education, Nineteenth Yearbook of the N.C.S.S~, Washington, The 
Ckluncil, 1948, p. 127. 
11 The Teaching of Geography, Thirty-Second Yearbook of the National 
Society tor the Stuay of Education, Public School Publishing Company, 
Bloomington, Illinois, 1933, P• 168. 
5 
certain fundamental geographic conditions, such as topo-
graphy of the land, location area, climate, etc., play 
such an important part in the development of cities, 
states, or countries that in studying their history con-
sideration must be given to the geographical surroundings. 
Likewise , no study of the colonization of countries, of 
frontier defences, of routes of transportation, methods of 
communication, or political bound~ies can be clearly under-
stood without a. geographical map .1 
Thralls and Reeder stress the value of the map as a tool from which 
a great deal of geographic knowledge can be obtained. 
A map is a shorthand record of a mass of geographic 
knowledge which would require many pages or even a volume 
to record in words ••• Many of our fundamental ideas of the 
geography of the world may bi3secured from maps rather than from the textbook materials . 
Maps are representations of the earth or parts of the earth, 
upon a flat surface by means or· lines, words , signs and sometimes 
14 
colors . 
Wes ley says maps are "designed to convey correct impressions of 
the size and ehape of an area to present some of its features or charac-
ter istics. Maps are highly condensed complications of information to the 
12 John B. Eendershot, "Better International Relationships Through 
the Teaching of Geography,'' Unpublished Master's Thesis , Boston University 
1933, P• 12. 
13 Zoe A. Thralls and Edwin H. Reeder, Geography 2:!! lli Elementary 
SQb.ool, Rand, McNally and Company, New York, 1932, P• 23. 
li ._ F.L. Holtz, Princinles ~Methods £!_Teaching Geography, 
The Me_@millan Companyt New Yortc, 1929, P• 162. 
6 
person who knows how to read them they reveal a great variety and wealth 
of information."15 
Although primarily they serve to show the farm, extent, location, 
direction, and the internal and external relation of a region ••• many 
other features ••• can be shown. Maps are the resultant record of actual 
discover , exploration, survey, measurement, and development of a region 
and depicts in shorthand what would take many pages of text to describe.16 
Maps can be used in many places in a unit or course of study. 'Iney 
can be used not only to check skills in map reading but also understand-
ing as well . 
Erwin Raisz, the eminent cartographer of Harvard University, stated 
that the use of maps in the social studies has two major objectives: 
(A} training in map reading, and lB) the use of maps as sources of 
information. Most map exercises contribute to both these objeetives.17 
18 Lacey emphasizes the importance of the mastery of maps in the 
soei al studies program. 
15 E.::B. Wesley, Teaching~ Social Studies, D.c. Heath and Company, 
New York, 1937, p . 353. 
16 Holtz, ~· ill•, P • 163. 
17 Erwin Raisz, "Maps," in Kohn, Geographic Approaches, Nineteenth 
Yearbook of tbe National Council for the Social Studies, Washington, 1948 , 
P• 118. 
18 :ray M. Lacey, 'l'eaching ill_ Social Studies ..!E:, ~Elementary Schoo 
Burgess Publieb. ing Company, lVlinnesota, 1941. 
7 
The map is perhaps the mest important of all the visual materials 
used in the social studies. Maps have an attraction for students of all 
ages. Maps are only one of the many instruments which pupils should be 
able to use in order to gain a fuller understanding of fundamental re-
lationships between human activities and natural anvironment.l9 
Many teachers are aware that a map is an instrument which is invalu-
able in developing understandings of human and world relationships. 
Geography and history, as can be readily seen, are extremely closely 
related. The schools of the United States are expected and anxious to 
bring about more tolerant understandings which the political and social 
conditions aemand in the world. It is the effort of this study to show 
that they are being seriously handicapped by the l ack of map material. 
Maps ean be used to develop an understanding of the interdependence and 
responsibilities of peoples in this planet. 
Review of ~ Literature E.!!. Maps l The word map is used here as meaning 
all graphic representations of the eaDth ) 
A survey of the literature shows that most educators and geographers 
agree on the vast importance of the map as a visual tool. There is gen-
eral agreement that maps should not be used for the purpose of location of 
places alone, but as a sour· e of much graphic material which when properly 
interpreted will add much to geographic understanding. 
19 Edna .£l:isen "Maps and Graphs as Tools in Teaching" School Science 
and Mathematics V. #2 March 1932, P• 302. 
8 
'I 
I 
I 
Professor George T. Renner states, 
"The map is by far the most important of all the major 
visual instruments in education, much more important for example, 
than the highly respectable sound film. It holds this rank be-
cause of its a priori value in concepts building, and because 
of the variety of uses to which it may be put. Nevertheless it 
is the most neglected of all the so-called "visual aids"20 
Most teachers have not been trained in their use in the classroom. 
The present educational neglect of the wall map would not be especially 
in the teaching of most concepts in the social studies. Leading educators 
are, therefore, insisting upon an increased use of the maps in school 
21 
work. 
The school map in general i s a tool whose purpose is to help children 
to interpret those geographical relationships that may be shown with es-
pecial clearness and force in graphic form. Its use is most essential to 
a proper study of the social studies.22 
In the Eighteenth Yearbook of the hational C.:ouncil for the Social 
Studies, Mr . Clyde Kohn states, 
nNo better teaching aid for the de'Yelopment of spatial understandings 
is available than the map as a tool of instruction. Maps serve a five 
fold function: 
20 George T. Renne:-·• "The Map as an Educational Instrumenttt, Social 
Education, 4:44'7-482, 1\lovember, 1940. 
21 George •r. Renner, "Education Hevision of Wall Maps", 43: II-IS, 
January, 1941, Journal of Geography. 
22 Albert G. Eldridge, "Maps and Map Standards'•, National Society for 
the Study of Education, Thirty-Second Yearbook, 1933, p. 396 . 
9 
{l) They show the location and arrangement of things both cultural 
and nat ural, on the face of the earth. 
(2) They are a means ot expressing the associations which man has 
established with the land. 
( 3) They are a means of plotting phenomena so that their interspa;;.. :· .... 
tial relationships may be recognized readily. 
(4) They enable the reader to grasp all the essential traits of a 
region. 
(5) They serve as a source of ideas concerning the social, politi-
cal and economic effects of the distribution of phenomena. 23 
T~e eminent authority on maps, George T. Renner, writing in the 
Teacher ' s College Record lists the following applications of maps to the 
social studies : 
In addition to the presentation of data, the map serves 
several secondary functions : 
(1) Maps af!f.ord the means for visualizing large or remote 
areas. 
( 2) Maps provide a basis upon which to visualize descriptive 
information. 
( 3) Maps provide a base for inferential thinking. 
(4 ) Maps help t o show relationship. 
( 5) Maps afford the means for regional synthesis. 
(6) Maps show locations . 
( 7) Maps promote interest". 24 
To be sure, maps also have some limitations of which the social 
studies teacher should be awareof . Some of the limitations are given 
here, others may be added: 
(1) Maps can stifle and restrict the imagination as well as give 
stimulation to it. 
(2) Maps can appear deceptively simple. 
{3) False impressions may develop. 
(4) Maps can be used as t he basis for poor questions. 
(5 ) Maps in the hands of some teachers may be used as ends in 
themselves.25 
23 Clyde Kohn, "Maps as Instructional Aids in the Social Studies" , 
in Kohn ed . ,Geographic Approaches, National Council for the Social Studies, 
Nineteenth Yearbook, (Washington 1948) P• 122. 
24 George T. Renner, ''The :Map in Modern Education," Teacher ' s College 
Record, v. 40:712. 
25 Renner. op. cit •• P• ?12. 
10 
Lee and Lee conclude that "maps serve many valuable purposes in 
helping pupils to understand a number of ~henomena in their relation to 
26 
social studi ea. " 
To bring before the class adequate and suitable illustrative 
material, says Holtz, 
is as much a duty of the teacher as ' reading up ' on the 
lesson may be taken as an index of the teacher ' s earnest- 27 
ness and ingenuity and even his appreciation of the subject • 
•.• -- • • ·-·. .. • • ~ • -. • •• - -- .• •• • ' • • ~ >- - ., ..,. ·- •• ·- •• - - ·-- . • • ..... ·- . • • - - -· • • • • -- • . ... .• ~- • • • 
__ ]!lisen enJ,a.rging _upon the use of maps in schools to the popu1.ation 
in general s~a.tes :t;ha.:t_: 
.f'8QP:l.EI llll,oW.~ be a~ie. to use maps in order-.to-gain a fuller 
understanding of fundamental relationship between human activities 
and_ n~~ural eny,.ro~en'!;. 2S _ __ _ . .. _ ..... .. --~· · · . __ _ .... 
Thrall~ lists . the fol._low~g .foUl" . p:r;~cJ..pler u~es for maps: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
- . ' ~ . -
In 1;he J!lotiva1;~on o-; rais~g - ~_f - ~p:ro~l~ 
In the I:U!SiJ!lilation or problem solving stage 
In the summarizing and application stage 
Iz1. te~~t~9 . . . _. 
!roo m1J.Ch iJ?.fol'lllation i.n. the social ~tudi~S. has_ b_e_Ein_ ~ppro~hed .. _  
upon t~e ~bstract verbal level only_, __ wh_en i1; ____ c~d __ have _be~ given by 
the use of viS1l.BJ. a_i(ls . t_hro~ it~ . repx:e~~n1;at_ion._ of a. -~· 
__ The _mall is _ to~y _the m<?st _ va.J..~bl~ _o!. the ~;r !~s~ . 1?-~~~e!ltil . 
available for use in education. Nevertheless it is in comparison to its 
26 Murrq J. Lee . andtoris Mai 'Lee, !.2 Child~!!!_ Curricul't1lll, 
D. App:J,eto~_-C~nt~y <;:o. , _ :N'E~W Yt;)rk, .19~· -. 
27 Frederick L~ · lroltz, Principles ~Methods ,2! Teaching Geogr;a:pby, 
Nev York, 1927, -P• 6o. . _ _ _ . . . . . .. . . ... . . 
.. 
- 28 . Edna :m·. Eisen~ •M&ps and . choaphs as TQols in Teaching,. School 
Science ~- _Ma._t_h_,e .... ma.-t_i_c .... s, V. 32, .March 1932, . p • . 302. 
29 -Zoe .L Thralls • .• !he Use -of Maps . in ~ Geographic' Instruction," 
Journa.l. .2! National Education Association, V. 21, Dee. 1932. 
11 
~sef~es~, the most unu_sed ~d n_eglecte~ 9f_ the_ so _ call~d. 'visual 
aid_~.' l~ost p~ople. mistakenly be~_ieve that . a ma:p __ !s .s<?meth~ . geograph-
ical in c~aeter rather 'than a. _gener.aJ. edue~tional .J.n~trum~t. 
Maps can be made an e_sse~tial par:t of the le~son for intents of 
assimilation~ mot~va.tioz;!. _, . applica.i;ion anCL. _test~g. 
F~r a~simila_tion, s'l!u~ts w_i.l,1 l~a.rn_ 1;~- _t:urn in~ttinc!;ivf3lY" to ~ps 
for first h9nd information when the7 are gathering data. for the solution 
to a problem. 
For mot~~tion ~he@e tools will often lead the students to raise 
worthw~_ile ques:Uon~. _ .. . 
. _ . . . F9;-__ a.ppl i~a.~i()!J._ sl~te(!._ outl:in~ . JD:B..PB ~d . charts provide -~ &Jtce+:J.ent 
ba_sis . for ~he st~~t;lt meaningful representations with the information 
that h~-- ha.s .. _ama.ss.~d. 
Maps _ ar~ ~o:IJ.g th~ _ 13ffe~t;v~ ~gols. at the disposa;t o~ . tP.e ~.eaeP.,~, 
if_ :us~_d :to :t.h~ir ~Ul.l _ P9B~ipi:J.itie~.·- . ~_ a._s _J!lllc;h ~!3 th~ --~~ --~P ha.s 
m~~e da.~f!'o t}u,u?. any othE!r pri!l.t~d _s~eet of equal size, its value as a 
source Qf !~formation t.s Ve'J7 ~~-· . 
Maps mq be . ~ed in~ place!! in ~- unit _gf stuey • .. ~8Y". ~be 
used in the introduc1;iot;l of t~e .'llllit to rait~e _que_sti()!l.B ()r _ ~ the .lil~ . 
wh8re they _permit 1;he a,pp:l,~~atio!l of . ~ll~ kl,\t>wl~dge_ ga.iJle_d __ to . v~~- p:r,Qblems. 
Naps can Jla. \lSed in ev~ua:tion _ o~ <!01J.I;I.tr~~s, mo1lllt~!l .r~e_s_ , _ ci.i;~~s _._ .. . . 
rivers, plains, _ deserts, a.nd ~odi~s . ()1 water. bu~ ~t~e!. ge()g:raphieal prin-
ciples BUQh a.s the_ relation, of the hi:11terla.n~ to. a._ harl)or • . 
Almost aJ.l maps can b~ used to fin~ :t.~titude and lQ1lgitu~, direc-
:tigns, elevations, r~sources, directions coJIJPa.ra.i;ive sizes, political 
affiliation routes of trade and ma.n.y other facts. Maps are an 
12 
13 
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indispensable part of a student 1s learning equipment when the instructor 
realizes their full possibilities. 
!L'he educators, in particular the curriculum makers, must leave time 
for work with mapa. The department head must provide stimala.tion and 
materials and make possible the continuity that insures growth from 78ar 
to ;year. 
The Committee on .American History finds that one of the weaknesses 
of the history program ie the paucity of geographic stu~ end urges t)le 
teaching of more and better geogra.pq in the history classes. .And what 
better we;y is there to introduce geograpey than througl::t. the medium of 
mapa? 
11Ve17 often it is asked by colleagues in the social studies 
program, who asstlllle that alterations on the political map ser-
iously affect geograpey~ 
On the contrary, such ehaDges onl.7 emphasize a basic con-
tribution of geograpq to the social studies program vis., the 
preeentation of the earth as the sole stable element in human 
soeiety! 1130 
Daring the last war we witnessed the importance of the map as a 
weapon of propagauda in the psychological war carried on by both sides. 
This is an illustration of the inseparability of mapa end history. No 
responsible educator questions that the use of maps in the classroom 
contributes to sn 'UDderstanding of the social studies. 
!he reasons for the neglect of the map are not difficult to find. 
Its nature is almost 'UDiversaJ.ly misunderstood b;y both teacher and le:r-
man. Few teachers 'UDderstsnd the approach which is necessary for 
30 Derrvent Whitlesq, 11The Place of Geogra~ in the Social 
Studies for Orientation in a lTorld of Ch.al!&1ng National l3oun.daries, 1 
Journal !!, Geographl, 42: I, Jan., 1943. 
========= ===w-==--=-=-==-
~.~~ 1 teacldng 1t to the students.31 
I Maps like pictures should not be used as such, 'bu.t should be used 
I 
I 
I 
as the need arises d:aring the progress of a lesson. After the need has 
arisen, either through viewing a picture on reading, the map S)"Dlbols 
become tall of meaning because the student associates them with a reality 
he has alreaey _ en.ccmntered. 
!J!o exhibit, to refer to, or to point at a map is not to teach from 
it~ Maps are not self-teaching. A map is a highly conventionalized 
comples piece of symbolism and ~ be used in that light alone. The 
symbols by which a man ~ be understood are often as ditficult to 
understand as a foreign language. PupUs should be trained in their 
proper use and interpretation.32 
1!he pu:pUs ast learn to read meanings into maps and to consider 
tham as one of_the chief cources of ••• infor.aation.n33 
In SWIIJII8.rtzing the suggestions for the use of maps 1n teaching the 
social studies, :Renner sets forth the following ten classroom rules: 
'(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
"7 (4) 
(5) 
.Don't just refer to a map--teach it. 
])on't teach with a map, teach from it. It contains real 
information. 
See _ that no lesson goes by without your using at least one 
map. 
Where two maps or more are used, investigate the possibilities 
of comparison and correlatio~ of their data in order to fac-
ilitate comparative and associative learning. 
Don't just use the map as a device for starting the lesson. 
31 Anna f. Dorris, Visual Construction in the Public Schools, 
:Boston, GUm and Qompany, 192g, P• 126. . - -
32 George D~ Renner, 1 The Map as en Educational Instrwnent, 1 
Social Educationt V. 4, Novembexo 194o, p. 4Sl~ . 
33 F .K. :Brenom, ~ ~ 2!. !!!P.!.• p. 9, A.J. Nystrom Co., Chicago, 
14 
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(6) Stu~ possible ways of relating more and more of what 
you teach, or of what the group discusses to a map or 
maps. Learn how to make more and more of your ques-
tions answerable from maps. 
(7) Strive to master the educational psychology of the 
map both subJectively and experimental17~ 
(S) Don't become discouraged. 
(9) Strive to build up a complete lil!lrary of maps for your class. 
(10) Do not be content with the maps which you hay@. Keep on. 
the alert to get better and different ones~·~ 
~ Graphic .&212. ~ Social Studies 
There is no simple logical basis for classification of maps. With 
respect to the purpose for which they are made, maps mq be arranged 
according to the data which they represent. With respect to the manner 
1n. whieh they are represented they may be listed as blackboard, textbooks, 
1:5 
atlases, globe, wall or original maps~.; 
Wall Maps 
These maps offer many advantages for pupil use in the social studies. 
They are the most valuable of the IllBllY forms of maps ava1.lable to the 
teacher for display upon the classroom wall. Twenty or thirty years ago 
the classroom had few wall maps and those that were in use were poorly 
colored, small, had very little useful data and could not be seen distinctly 
34 George T. Renner, • The Map as an Educati ona.l Instrument," Social 
Education, 4: 477-S2, 'November, 1§40~ 
35 Edgar Bruce Wesley, ~eaching ~ Social Studies, Boston, D. C. 
Heath and Comp~, 1942, p~ 352. 
15 
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by the pupils in the back of the room. ;l'oday the many .map publishers 
36 
manufacture a large number and variety of useful wall maps. · By means 
of' a pointer the teacher can be sure that the exact place or feature 
I 
under discussion is apparent to every member of' the class . 
11 group attention avoiding the delay and confusion which accompany the efforts 
They facilitate 
l to locate the desired feature on a map in the textbook • • • Large maps 
furnish an excellent aid for the student who is encouraged to designate 
37 the place, r oute, or area under discussion. 
The teachers should not regard the maps as merely illustrative 
material for the lesson or as material to which one refers to now and then. 
They should serve as the foundation upon which teaching should be bui lt on 
their constant use. 38 
Wall maps mainly have a pointer use, that is, in addition to familiar-
izing one with the large contours, the major use is for the teacher to point 
to the feature or features which he wishes the pupil s to examine more close 
in their atlases . A wall map should not be used as a substitute for the 
atlas. It is a mistake to procure a wall map that is covered with minute 
details which are not visible from a distance, and which se1•ve only to 
obscure the larger and more important features. 
36 George T. Renner, "The Map in Modern Education," Teachers College 
Record, 40: 714, May, 1939. 
37 Wesley,~· cit., p. 354. 
38 Renner, ..£E.• ..£!t•, p . 715. 
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The Globe 
"Since the earth is a sphere, the globe is more accurate 
and more illuminating a representation of it than any map can 
be. In actuality it is map and model combined, but for some 
purposes it may be regarded simply as a special form of map. 
Its distinguishing feature is that it is a map drawn upon an 
earth-like sphere, thereby obliterating the necessity of a n 
artificial mathematical grid. Consequently j_n teaching from 
it, there is the added suggestivity of the s pherical shape, 
and the lack of necessity for teaching projection. The symbols, 
legends, and scale , however, are similar to those of other forms 
of maps. tt39 
Thralls and Reeder commenting on globes write: 
"(Globes) represent the meridians and parallels in their 
correct relations.. The scale distance is the Sam! in all direc-
tions. Areas are rePresented correctly in relation to each 
other. '140 -
Eldridge speaking of the use of globes claims that the full meaning 
of globes can be realized by the children only ai'ter repeated exposure to · 
them. Find this repeated use of the globes eliminates the wrong impres-
s ions garnered from the exclusive use of flat maps, He also claims that 
it should precede the use of the wall or textbook map and should be con-
stantly in use as a supplement to these aids . 41 
39 M.M. Colby, ''Introducing Pupils to Globes and Wall Maps," Carts 
Craft Comments, Vol. 3, P.s., April, 1938, Denoyer-Geppert, Chicago. 
40 Thralls and Edwin H. Reeder, Geography J:!!. the Elementary School, 
Rand McNally and Co., New York, 1932, p. 25. · 
41 Albert G. Eldridge, "Maps and Map Standards," ~ Teaching of 
Geography, Thirty-Second Yearbook, National Society for the Study of 
Education, Bloomington, Ill-, Public School Publishing Company, 1933, 
p. 405. 
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The only true representation of the earth is the globe. In their 
representation of this planet they present fine earth properties all of 
which would be desirable in a map. The following is a brief summary of 
the properties. 
(1) All globes present equal areas; globes present the same relative 
area, no matter where the measurement is t aken. 
(2} All globes are conformal. The shapes of oceans and continents 
on the globe are true representations of those bodies on earth. 
(3) All globes show equal distances and true directions. The 
scale on a globe is correct, no matter what part of the earth is measured. 
( 4) A globe presents the true relative positions of points on earth. 
(5) Globes look like this earth in every respect. Thus correct 
42 
concepts can be easily taught to the students . 
Since the globe is the nearest representat ion of the actual world 
itself, the use of the wall map can never replace . it. However , the value 
of teaching the students by the use of the globe is limited in the class-
room by its small size, by the inability to provide one for each pupil, 
and because it shows only one hemisphere at a time. 
Charles Preble43 writing on the selection of globes for the classroom 
lists the following suggestions: 
42 William L. Garrison, ~T.nat Kinds of Maps Should Teachers Buy," 
J?eabod;y Journal.£!_ Education, Yol. 24, p. 278. 
43 Charles Preble, ''Visual Aids-Their Use and Abuse," Journal of 
Geography:, Vol . 30, March, 1931, P• 121. 
(l) A globe need not be large for the average classroom 
if the coloring be wall done, twelve or sixteen inch globes 
are large enough for any classroom. 
(2) It need not have a movable meridian, a horizon, or 
many of the expensive devices often a part of it. Simplicity 
is a good feature. 
(3) The adjustable standard type that permits bringing 
it close to the pupils and raising and lower ing at will , is 
one of the best and is not more expensive. 
The symbols used on the physical political globe should be the same 
as those used on the wall map of the world. This will aid the student to 
see errors that the cartographers make in designing a flat map. 
It will aid in dispelling wrong concepts. Globes should not be 
covered with minute details which can be found more accurately on the wall 
44 
map or atlases. 
Atlases 
Wesley makes the following statement about atlases: 
"Every pupil should have access to both contemporary and 
historical atlases. The mere observation of such a large num-
ber of maps, with their varied content, constitutes a signifi-
cant lesson. The constant use of the atlas will save time and 
develop vauable study skills ••• The typical atlas gives a number 
of valuable suggestions on how to utilize maps to the best 
advantage. ••45 
The atlas is of great value because of the minute details shown on 
I the maps, which are an important adjunct to wall maps. 
I 
II 
[I 
I 
i 
I 
__J 
j' 
I 
I 
44 Monica H. Kusch, n~Vhat Constitutes the Basic Map and Globe Needs 
for too .Junior High School Level,'' School Science and Mathematics, March, 
1950, P• 219. 
45 ~'lesley, .2£. .. ill.•, .P• 353. 
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The "atlas habit" should be encouraged by the social studies teachers 
to the same extent as they stress the "library, dictionary, and encyclo-
pedia habits."46 
The Outline Map 
.An outline map usually consists of the configuration of land and 
water areas drawn upon some selected projection. 
"(outline map) of the United States can be used to show terri-
torial growth, to mark off the old northwest, to designate the 
cotton-growing areas, and for a score of other purposes. The 
map is easily erased, and the outline is ready for ~nether type 
of material ••• This type of map saves the time of drawing on the 
blackboard, affords gt>eater accuracy of detail, and seems to be 
appreciated by the pupil. It has the advantage over·. printed wall 
maps in that the teacher determines just what ••• (d~~um) ••• is 
exhibited , and irrelevant matter need not appear." 
46 Goerge T. Renner, "The Map in Modern Education, " Teache.rs_ College 
Record, 40: 716, May, 1939. 
47 Wesley, E.l!,v ..£!!.•, P• 356. 
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OHA.PfER II 
SURVEY DI.TJ. 
!~!he schools visited are broken down into three categories ; 1, those 
with 500 or more pupils, 2, those with 250 to 499 pupils, and 3, those 
with 50 to 249 pupils. 
In the following tables, the rooms are listed according to the sub-
jects tau&ht there and the types of me;ps found in them~ 
As the great maJority of the schools did not wish to have their iden-
tity revealed. they have been designated by letters~ 
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I Room "A" 
j United States History 
Europe Phys. 
United States Phys. Pol. 
North America Phys. Pol. 
World 
World Hemisphere 
Room "C" 
United States History 
Civics 
Globe 
World 
United States Phys. Pol. 
Westward Expansion 
Louisiana Purchase 
TABLE 1* 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL A - GROUP I 
Room "B" 
Geography of the World 
United States History 
United States Phys. Pol. 
North America Phys. Pol. 
South America Phys. Pol. 
World 
Globe 
Outline Map of the United 
States 
Room "D" 
Civics 
Chart - Our Democracy 
United States Pol. 
New England Phys. Pol . 
Eurasia Phys. Pol. 
North America Phys. Pol. 
United States and Territories 
New England Phys. Pol. 
United States Resources and Conservation 
Room "E" 
orld Histo!'Y 
.Ancient Greece 
Ancient Italy 
Barbarian Invasions 
Medieval Commerce 
Europe - Charles V - 1519 
Europe a f t r 1815 
Europe Phy.s. Pol. 
Africa Phys. Pol. 
* Under each room are listed the Social Studies which are t aught and the I maps provided there. 
I 
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TABLE 2* 
RESULTS OF THE ~EY OF 
SCHOOL B - GROUP I 
Room "A" 
United States History 
United States Phys. Pol. 
Colonial Grants 
Civil War 
The Movement Westward 
Population and Industries 
World 
Room "C" 
World History 
The Ancient World 
Ancient Greece and the Aegean 
Development of the Roman Empire 
The Crusades 
Napo eonic Empire 
Age of Discovery 
Expansion of Islam 
Prussia and the Unification of Germany 
~urope Phys. Pol. 
Room "E" 
Civics 
United States History 
United States Pol. 
World 
:E.'urope Phys. Pol. 
6 
Civics 
Room "B" 
Race and Ancestry of the 
People 
Population and Industries 
United States Phys. Pol. 
:E.'urope Phys. Pol 
World 
Room "D'' 
Geography 
United States Phys. Pol. 
South J.IJnerica Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol . 
Globe 
Chart Geographical Terms 
World 
Room "F" 
United States History 
Geography 
United States Phya. 
North America Phys. Pol. 
South America Phys. Pol. 
Pacific Ocean and Adjacent 
.Areas 
Globe 
* Under each room are listed the Social Studies Which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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TABLE !3 
P..Eb'ULTS OF TEE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL 0 - GROUP I 
'I'he folloVIing list of maps appears in the office of the department 
chairman: 
No. of Maps 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
l 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
2 
2 
Description 
Europe 1740 
Europe 1648 
Napoleon ' s Empire 
i! -orld 1914 
Discoveries and Colonization 
Modem Europe 
Europe 1914 
Barbarian Invasions of Europe 
Crusades 
Charlemagne ' s Empire 
Holy Roman Empire 
Australia and the Western Pacific 
South America 
Far East 
La t i.n P..merice. 
Industrial United States 
United States Resources and Conservation 
United States and the Pacific 
United States in the Caribbean 
United States Physical-Political 
Ancient G-reece 
Oriental Empire 
Alexander ' s Empire 
.Ancient Italy 
Greek and Phoenician Colonization 
World of Columbus 
World Explorations 
English Colonial Grants 
International Rivalries 1580-1750 
Westward Movement in the United States 
Colonial Commerce and Industries 
24 
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TABLE 3 - Concluded 
e 
RE.....<::ULTS OF THE SUK'lEY OF 
SCHOOL C - GROUP I 
No. of Ma;es Descri;etion 
2 Territorial Acquisitions of the u.s. 
2 Louisiana Purchase 
2 Land and ~~-ater Routes in the United States -
l82t;J - 1860 
2 State Claims and Ratification 
2 Secession 
2 Mexican War and Compromise 
2 Western Statehood and Land Grants 
~ The Civil War 
1 Globe 
-
I I I 
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Room 11.!11 
Ancient History-
European History-
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
U. S. Phys. Pol. 
Outline Map U. s. 
Ancient World 
Holy Roman Empire 
Ancient Greece 
Ancient Egypt 
Room "C" 
European History 
Civics 
World Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Near East Phys. Pol. 
Globe 
Atlas I:I 
Room 11E11 
Civics 
Economic Geography 
World Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
World since 1914 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL E - GROUP I 
Room 11:8 11 
United States History-
Problems of Democracy-
Europe Pbys. Pol. 
World Pbys. Pol. " 
Land & Water .Routes (U.S.) 
Louisiana Purchase 
State Claims 
Revolutionary War 
Western Statehood 
Australia Phys. Pol. 
World 
Room 11 D11 
European History 
United States History 
World 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Europe & the Near East 
Pacific Ocean 
Western Hemisphere 
Pb¥s. Pol. 
the Social Studies which are taught and the I • Under each room are listed ~ maps provided there • 
.:.-:::..--:=-~..:.--~-
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Room 11 A" 
Social Studies 
Civics 
U. S. Pol. 
World 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
Eu.+ope Pbys. Pol. 
Asia. Pbys. Pol. 
Africa Phys. Pol. 
Globe 
Air Map 
U. S. & Possessions 
World and Trade Routes 
Chart-Our Democracy 
Room 11 011 
Social Studies 
u. s. Phys. Pol. 
World (2) 
S. A. Phys. Pol. 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Pa.cifi c Ocean 
Globe 
Atlases I: 24 
Outline Map of U. S. 
RESULTS OF THE SORVEY Ol!' 
SCHOOL F - GROUP I 
Room "B" 
Social Studies 
U. s. Phys. Pol. 
World 
Atlases I:I 
Room "D11 · 
Civics 
No Maps and No Charts 
• Under each room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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Room 11A11 
World History 
Civics 
U. S. Phys. Pol. 
Ancient Oriental Empire 
Roman Empire 
Ancient Greece 
Outline Map of U. s. 
ROom 11 C11 
World Hi stoey 
Civics 
U. S. History 
u. S. Pol. 
Europe Pol. 1,000 A. D. 
Roman Empire 
Ancient Greece 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL G - GROUP I 
Room ":S" 
Geograpey 
U. S. Pbys. Pol. 
World 
S. A. Pbys. Pol. 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
Europe Pl'cy"s. Pol. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Africa Pl'cy"s. Pol. 
Globe 
Room 11D11 
U. S. Hi story 
U. S. Phys. Pol. 
Territorial Acquisition of 
u. s. 
Territorial Acqnisition of U. S. 
Room 11E11 
Geography . 
U. S. Pol. 
World 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Globe (2) 
* Under each room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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TABLE 8* 
RESULTS OF TEE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL H - GROUP I 
! --==================~-=============== 
Room 11 A.11 Room 11 B11 
World History World History 
European Histor.V 
Ancient His tory 
U. S. History 
Europe Phys • Pol. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Greece and AsiaMinor 
Room "C" 
U. S. History 
Commercial Geography 
~. S. Phys. Pol. 
World 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Greece and Asia Minor 
Room 11 E" 
0. S. History 
.Ancient History 
u • .S .• Phys. Pol. 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phye. Pol. 
U. S. Phys. Pol. 
The World 
S. A. Phys. Pol. 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Europe Pol. 
Ada. Phys. Pol. 
.Australia Phys. Pol • 
.A:f'rica Phys. Pol. 
Pacific Ocean 
Air Map 
Central Europe 
Ethnological Map of Europe 
U. S. and Territories 
Europe 1914 
Atlases I: I 
Room 11D11 
Western Civilization 
European History -
World 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
Europe Pol. 
Air Map 
Africa P~s. Pol. 
Air Map 
I
* Under each room are U ·sted the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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T.A:BLE 9* 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL I - GROUP I 
Room 11 A11 
1
1 United States Histo17 
Government 
U. s. in the Modern World 
Emergence of Modern U. S. 
U. S. Transportation Routes 
lxpansion.-and Sectional Conflict 
Growing Nation (U. S.) 
Early Westward Expansion 
Struggle for a Continent 
Century of Exploration 
(Western Hemisphere) 
Room 11 C11 
Modern European History 
Europe Pol. Phy's. 
Near East Pol. Phy"s. 
United States Pol. Phys. 
World 
Western Hemisphere 
Room 11B11 
Problems of Democracy 
France Pol. Phys. 
World 
Europe and the Near East 
Pacific Ocean 
Room 11 D11 
World Htstory 
Civics 
World 
United States Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Western Hemisphere Phys. Pol. 
Globe 
* Under each room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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T.A:BLE 10* 
'I 
BESULTS OF !J!BE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL J - GROUP II 
·I 
I I Room "A" 
l Ancient Histo17 CiTies 
, U. S. History I Problems of Democracy 
U. S. Pol. 
U. s. Phys. Pol. 
I 
Pacific Ocean 
Globe 
Chart-Democracy at Work 
Medieval Commerce 
U. S. & Territories 
Westward Expansion of U. s. 
U. S. Territorial Acquisition 
Room 11:8 11 
European Histor~ 
U. s. Phys. Pol. 
S. A. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Po 1. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
• Under each room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
I 
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.Room 11 A11 
United State~ · Histor7 
European History 
Ancient Histor7 
U • .s. Pol. 
U. S. Peys. 
World 
S. A. Peys. Pol. 
N. A. Pbys~ Pol. 
Europe Peys. Pol. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Australia Peys. Pol. 
Africa Phys. Pol. 
New England 
Eurasia 
Mediterranean 
u. s. & Canada 
TABLE 11* 
BESUL TS OF THE stlli.VEY OF 
SCHOOL K - GROUP II 
Room 11:B 11 
Problems of Democracy 
Civics 
U. S. Pol. 
The World 
European Political 
New England 
U. s. & Canada 
• Under each room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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TABLE 12* 
BESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL L - GBOUP I I 
Room 11 A11 
Ancient Hi story 
World History 
United States History 
Problems of Democracy 
United States Pbys. 
II 
.Australia Pol. Peys. 
Pacific Ocean 
I 
World 
· .Ancient World 
I Ancient Egypt Ancient Orient 
Persian Empire 
Greek Migration 
I Eastern Mediterranean Medieval World 
I Roman Republic 
l
j Spain t s J\meri can Terr. 
Oharlegmagne Empire 
European :Beginnings in .America 
Spanish Explorers 
Roads and Canals of the U. S. 
U. S. Resources 
Spanish-American War 
i i'iar of 1914 
Asia Phys. Pol • . 
U. s. and Mexico 
Africa Phya.Pol. 
South .America Pbys. Pol. 
North America Pbys. Pol. 
Pacific Ocean and Adjaeent Territories 
War Zone In Central Europe 
Italia Antiqua. 
~ 
Room ":S 11 
Ancient History 
Civics 
Europe (1945) 
World (1914) 
The Crusades 
Mediev&l Commerce 
Ancient Oriental Empire 
Roman Republic 
Ancient Greece 
:Sarbari c Invasions 
Europe in 1922 
Worcester .County Map 
• un · ar each room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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T.A:BLE 13* 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL M - GROUP II 
Room 11 A11 
World History 
Ancient Oriental Empire 
Roman Empire 
Alexander's Empire 
.Ancient Greece 
Europe 1,000 A. D. 
Medieval Commerce Boutea 
Ancient Egypt 
Athenian Empire 
Room 11 011 
European Histor7 
U. S. Phys. Pol. 
!Europe 1781 
1Eu.ro:pe in 1914 
Peoples of Europe 
Africa P~s. Pol. 
World 
Room 11E11 
United States History 
Problems of Democracy 
U. S. Phys. Pol. 
'\'lestward Movement 
Louisiana Purchase 
Resources Conservation 
Industrial U. S. 
U. S. in the Carribean 
Ls..nd & Water Routes · (U. S.) 
Room li:B11 
Um.ited States History 
u. s. 1789-1783 
U. S. in 1860 
U. S. Carri bean 
U. S. in the Pacific 
Westward Expansion 
Room 11Dit 
Civics 
Problems of Democracy 
U. S. Phys. Pol. 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
S. A. Phys. Pol. 
World 
35 
Under each room are listed the Social S~dies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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TABLE 14* 
RESULTS OF TEE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL N - GROUP II 
l@om "A11 
Ancient History 
United States Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Asia Pqs. Pol. 
World 
Alexander's Empire 
Western Asia and Europe 
Roman World 
Globe 
Room 11:S 11 
United States History 
Probl~s of Democracy 
United States Pbys. Pol. 
North America Pbys. Pol. 
South .America Phy's. Pol. 
A:rrfca Phys. Pol. 
Europe Pol. 1914 
Europe Phye. Pol. 
New England Phys. Pol. 
United States Resources 
United States and Terr. 
Secession 
Louisiana Purchase 
Westward Movement 
I Room u(JM 
Civics 
Room 11 D" 
I
I Ancient History 
United States Pbys. Pol. 
}.ncient Greece 
Oriental Empires 
Alexander's Empire 
Crusades 
Europe after the Peace of Utrecht 1713 
Europe after the Congress of Vienna 
Europe in 1781 
Europe in 1914 
Room 11E11 
European History 
. Europe Phys Pol. Asia Pqs. Pol • 
Globe 
u. s. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
World 
Atlas 1:2:7 
I 
U. S. Phys. Pol. 
N. A. Pbys. Pol. U. S. & Possessions 
36 
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* ·Under each room are 1i sted the Social Studies which are taught and the I 
maps provided there. 
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I 
I 
I 
j Room "A" 
United States History 
Problems of Democracy 
u. S. Pol. 
World I Asia Phys. Pol. 
1 Globe 
1 World & Trade Routes 
I 
I 
II 
Room 11 011 
Ancient History 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Greece & Asia Minor 
Roman Empire 
Ancient Egypt 
Africa Phys. Pol. 
Athenian Empire 
Room 11E" 
Modern European History 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
1 .A:t'riea Phys. Pol. Europe & the Near East 
Europe 1914 
Central Europe 
I 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL 0 - GROUP II 
Civics 
World 
lioom 11:8 11 
S. A. Phys. Pol. 
Outline Map of the World 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Room 11D11 
United States History 
Problems of Democracy 
World . 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Air Map 
Globe 
I
. • Under each room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and 
the maps provided there. 
l 
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Room 11 A11 
United States History 
Civics 
Newsweek Maps 
RESULTS OF TEE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL P - GROUP II 
Room 11:8 11 
.Ancient Histor;y 
World History . · 
Modern European History 
United States History 
The World since 1914 
United States 1820-1848 
United States Expansion 
The Revolution 
Territorial Acquisitions 
The Ci Til War 
United States in the Caribbean 
Resources and Conservation 
Louisiana Purchase 
Western Statehood and Land 
Grants -to Railroads 
* Under each room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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TABLE 17* 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL ~- - ·GROUP II 
Room 11 A11 _ 
United States History 
, United States Pby11. Pol. 
World 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Outline Map (U. S.) 
Western Hemi~phere 
Room 11 C11 -
European History 
Ancient History 
United States Phys. Pol. 
State Claims and Ratification 
The Civil War 
United States and Possessions 
Western Hemisphere 
Louisiana Purchase 
Room 11B11 
United States H~story 
Problems of Democracy 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Africa Pbys. Pol. 
Globe 
Greek and Phoenician Colonies 
Ancient Italy 
Europe at the time of Charle-
magne 
Europe after 1815 
World in 1914 
Room 11D11 
Civics 
1he World 
United States Pol. Phys. 
Europe Pbys. Pol. 
* Under eacll room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
/I 
Room nAn 
Civics 
United States History 
Problems of Democracy 
U. S. Phys. Pol. 
U. S. in the Caribbean 
U. S. and Territories 
iaTestern States 
u. s. 1861-1865 
N. A. Phys. Pol. 
Western Ph;ys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Africa Phys . Pol. 
TABLE 18* 
RESULTS OF TEE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL R - GROUP III 
' ' 
Room 11 B" 
Ancient History 
Modern European History 
U. S. Phys . Pol. 
Ancient Italy 
Barbarian Migrations 
~urope at the Time of 
Charlemagne 
England & France 1154-1453 
Medieval Commerce 
World in 1914 
Europe 1922 
• Under each room are listed the Social Studiee which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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TABLE 19* 
USOLTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL S - GROUP III 
Room "A'i . 
United States History 
U. s. Railroads 
u. s. Territorial Acquisition 
Voyages and Discoveries 
Early Colonial Grants 
Western Claims 
Ordinance of 1787 
European Claims & Possessions 
1756-63 
u. s. 1830 
Mexican War & Territorial Expansion 
1854 
Room "C" 
Civics 
N. A. Pbys. Pol. 
Room 11:B11 
United States History 
Geography . 
World History 
European History 
Problems of Democracy 
The World 
N. A. Pol. Pbys. 
Europe Pbys. Pol. 
Australia Pcys. 
Af'rica Phys. Pol. 
European Historical Maps 
Set of ;1.2 Maps 
• Under each room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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TABLE 20* 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL T - GROUP III 
@om · "A" 
Ancient History 
Civics 
European History 
U. S. History 
u. s. Pol. 
U. S. Phys. 
The World 
S. A. Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Australia. Pb¥s. Pol. 
Africa Phys. Pol. 
T:J. S. 1783 
\'/estward Ex:r;)ansion U. S. 
Outline Map of U. s. 
Outline Map of Europe 
U. S. and Territories 
, Atlas 1:27 
I 
• Under each room are listed the Social Studies .which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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TABLE 21* 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL U - GROUP III 
Room 11A11 
Economic Geography 
Modern European History 
Problems of Democracy 
U. S. Pol. Phys. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Asia Peys. Pol. 
Africa Phys. Pol. 
North America Phys. Pol. 
South America Phys. Pol. 
World Pol. 
World Phys. 
Globe 
Australia Phys. Pol. 
Outline Map (U. S.) 
Geographical terms Chart 
Room "B 11 
Ancient History 
United States Histor.y 
Problems of Democracy 
United States Phys. Pol. 
Europe Phys. Pol. 
Asia Phys. Pol. 
Africa Phys. Pol. 
Australia Phys. Pol. 
World Phys. Pol. 
United States and its 
Possessions 
Western .Statehood 
Oriental ~ires 
Land and Water Routes (U.S.) 
Revolutionary War 
International Rivalries 
(World) 
State Claims 
LoUisiana Purchase 
Europe in 1914 
Europe after 1815 
Roman Empire 
Discoveries and Colonization 
Civil War 
Europe i .n 1916 
Europe in 1519 
Alexander's Empire 
Ancient World 
Napoleon 
Holy Roman Empire 
Globe 
• Under each room are listed the Social Studies which ~e taught and the 
maps provided there~ 
TABLE 22* 
BESULTS OF THll SURVEY OF 
SCHOOL V - GROUP III 
loom "A" 
All the Social Studies 
European Beginnings in .America 
Spanish and French Explorers 
Early Colonies 
The Revolution 
The Movement Westward 
The War Between the States 
Population and Industries (U. S.) 
The World War 
U. s. as World Power 
Growth of the West 
• Under each room are listed the Social Studies which are taught and the 
maps provided there. 
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Findings of the Survey 
The wide variety of maps, the paucity in ntmlbers and the poor condi-
tion of maps amazes the observer. A at~ of the following tables shows 
that only a few classrooms are adequately equipped with the most impor-
tant visual aid of the social studies. Even within a particular school 
a wide divergence in the number of maps found in the different classrooms 
is quickly discernible. This situation would not be alarming if it were 
not for the fact that very few teachers ever troubled themselves to bor-
row a map from another room. These teachers claim that they do not avail 
themselves of maps in other rooms because of the reluctance of those 
teachers to part with 11their11 maps, even t~'. theoreticaJ.l;y the maps 
do not belong t() any one teacher. 
The ancient history classrooms are particularly handicapped in many 
schools because of the lack of historical maps. This condition m~ be 
due to two causes; (1) the great variety of historical. maps put out by 
the publishers, (2) since historical maps are limited in their use to a 
particular course, the school prefers to buy physical•politicaJ. maps with 
its limited tunds and thus build up a minimum standard in the school~ 
!he air map is woefully inconspicous in the schools. Thollgh we lD8l' 
be in the lcy'drogen bomb age, one fears that the air age has still not 
entered the classrooms. 
The qstem foun~ at the Fitchburg High School is perhaps the best 
encountered. There the chairman of_ the history department had charge of 
all the mapa in the school. Each teacher had the follow~ ~asi~ maps ~-~~-t the c1aasroolll llorth America, South America, Europe, Asia, and Uric..; 
II 
I 
The specialised maps were kept in the social studies library. Whenever 
azrr of the teachers wished a particular map, they sent a note to the 
chairman of the department. The maps were to be returned as soon as the 
teacher had no fUrther use for them. In this way the school had a rich 
and varied library Of maps. Of' Course this SY"Stem alSO has a few pit_; 
falls~ In mSZ~Y cases the need for a map arises at a particular moment 
and by- later use of the map loses some of its motivation. This system 
also needs the wholehearted suppolrt; of the teachers in keeping the maps 
in circulation and also presupposes teacher initiative in acquiring the 
msps. 
The condition of Jllall.7 of the maps in the schools was vecy poor; this 
being due in part to poor care of the me;ps b;r the teachers but the main 
cause of the deterioration of the maps was old age. The averag~ age of 
the maps was lS ;rears. This avera&e was raised because during the war 
the publishers output was destined for the armed forces making addit!ons 
or replacements diffieul t to obtain. It is only recently- that publishers 
have been able to fUl orders immediate~~ 
It is interesting to note in Table XXIII that the classrooms from 
Group III exceed the other two groups. in the number of maps found in the 
individual cl8.11sroom. This was due to the fact that 1n the small school 
the social studies are usually- taught in one or two classrooms~ Thus they 
are better able to supply these rooms. !ut it ma.st be remembered that 
the per capita expenditure is greater 1n these small schools which have 
an enrollment from 50 to 249 pupils. 
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T.AJLE 23 
PERCEN!L'AGE OF SOOUL STUDIES CLASSROOMS 
OONTA.IE'ING CER!rAIN MAPS 
MAPS School Group I Group II Group III 
United State~ Pol. 17 lS 22 
United States ~s •. 4 11 11 
United States ~s. Pol~ 46 4o 44 
South America Pol. 0 s 0 
South .America ~s. e 0 (!) 
South America ~s~ Pol. 8.9 1S~5 22 
North America Pol. 0 0 0 
North America ~·~ 0 0 0 
North_ America Pb7s. Pol~ 34 29 44 
Europe Pol. 6.6 44 33 
Europe P}Q"s. 6.6 0 0 
Europe Pbys ~ Pol. 44 35 55 
Asia Pol~ 0 0 0 
Asia pqs~ 0 3 0 
Asia ~s. Pol. 22 33 144 
Australia Pol • . 2 0 u 
Australia Fqs. 0 0 0 
Australia Pbys~ Pol~ 4 n 22 
A:f'rica Pol • 0 0 0 
.Africa P}Q"s~ 0 0 11 
Africa P~s~ Pol. 0 18.5 33 
Pacific Ocean 13 7.5 0 
Globe 26.5 26 22 
Air Map 8~9 7 0 
Outline Jtap of Europe 0 3 0 
Outline Map of the United States 11 3 10 
Western Hemisphere g~o 3 11 
Atlases• 4 J 0 () 
*Atlases are noted only when the ratio of atlases to pupils is 1:1. 
= 
II 
jl 
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Table XXIV reveals that every classroom had at least one map of the 
United States. This table also shows that maps of South .America were 
found in less than a third of the rooms in the schools of G-roup I end 
Group III. In schools of Group II, two out of every five rooms con;.; 
tained maps of the continent of South .America. It is also significant 
to note that three-fifths of the rooms in schools of Group I, one-third 
of the rooms in schools of Group II, and one-sixth of the rooms in _ 
schools of Group III contained maps of North America• Maps of Europe 
were evident in less than three-quarters (67 per cent) of the rooms from 
Group I, one-third (33.5 . per cent) of _ the rooms in Group II, and in onJ.7 
one-sixth (16 per cent) of the rooms in Group III. 
A map of the world was found in a little less than tbree~uartera 
(72 per cent) of the rooms visi'f;ed in the schools of Group I. Schools 
in Groups II and III were shockingly laoking in maps of the world. The 
schools in these categories were able to fUrnish only two~fifths (41 per 
cent) and on~third (33 per cent) of their United States History elass-
rooms with msps of the World. 
The globe was found in a little more than one-fc:>urth (28 per cent) 
of the classroo~s of the schools _in Group I. The United States Histozy 
. ' 
classrooms in the schools of G.roups II anc!l. · III · bad a globe in approxi..; 
mat ely every fifth ( 17 per cent) room and ill " eve%7 third (33 per cent) 
room respectively~ 
Maps of the Western Hemisphere appeared in rooms where United States 
History was taught in . the following ratios: one out of every tweni!y 
' (5.5 per cent) rooms in the schools of Group I, one out of every six 
(17 per cent) in schools of Groups II and III~ 
e 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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TA.'BLE 25 
PERCENTAGE OP EUROPEAlf HISTORY OLASSROCHS 
CONTAINING CERTAIN MAPS 
Maps Sehool Group I Group II Group III 
U-nited States Pol. 2S 25 25 
Uhited States ~s~ 0 12 0 
Uhited States Pbys~ Pol. 2S 50 75 
South America Pol. 0 0 0 
South America Pbys~ 0 0 0 
South America ~s~ Pol. 14 37 50 
North America Pol. 0 0 0 
North America Pbys ~ 0 0 0 
North America Pbys~ Pol. 14 37 50 
---
Europe Pol. 59 37 50 
Europe Peys. 0 0 0 
Eur~pe Peys. Pol. 71 50 50 
Asia Pol. 0 0 0 
Asia peys. 0 0 0 
Asia peys. Pol~ 2S ;o 25 
AustraJ.ia Pol~ 0 0 0 
Australia P~s. 0 0 0 
Australia Phys~ Pol~ 0 25 50 
Africa Pol~ 0 0 0 
A:f'rica P~s. 0 0 0 
Africa Pbys~ Pol~ 2S 50 25 
World 71 50 100 
Pacif~o Ocean 0 25 0 
Globe 14 25 0 
Air Map 14 0 a 
Western Hemisphere 2S 0 0 
Ou.tline Map of Europe 14 0 0 
Atlases* 14 0 0 
* Atlases are noted only when the ratio of atlases to pupils is 1:1~ 
Table :XXV indicates that in the European History classrooms, maps of 
the United States are found in mora than one-half (56 per cent) of the 
rooms in Group I. The classrooms in Groups II and III have 87 per cent 
and 100 per cent of the rooms furnished with maps of the United States. 
Maps of Europe were found in every classroom where European History 
,.,as being taught in schools of Group I and Group III. In the rooms of the 
schools of Group II, approximately nine-tenths (87 per cent) contained a 
map of Europe. 
Maps of Asia were found in approximately every fourth room (26 per 
cent) in the schools of Group I and Group III where European History was 
taught~ Schools in Group II had one map of Asia for every two rooms used 
as European History classrooms. 
The ~Torld map was present in every European History classroom in the 
schools of Group III. Rooms of the schools in Groups I and II had seven-
tenths (71 per cent) and one-~~f (50 per cent) of the European History 
rooms equipped with maps of Europe. 
The Globe was present in only one..;fourth (25 per cent) of the class-
rooms offering European History in the schools of Group II. One-seventh 
(14 per cent) of the Europeen History rooms in schools of Group I had 
globes. No globes were found in European History classrooms of schools 
in Group III~ . 
The outline map of Europe l'las found in only one-seventh (14 per cent) 
of the European History rooms of schools in Group I. The outline map of 
Europe was not found in a single room in the schools of Groups II and III~ 
It should be noted that specialized historical m~s covering a small 
geographical area are hot tabulated in Table XXV. The reader may check 
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on the number and type of historical maps fo'tmd in individual rooms by' 
stu~ Tables 1 through 22~ A table showing the historical maps found 
in these rooms was not made because of the diversity of map titles,,areas 
covered, amd historical events presented. Thus, such a table would be 
impracticable to compile. 
TABLE 26 
PERCENTAGE OF GEOGRAPHY CLASSROOMS 
CONTAINING CERTADT MAPS 
MAPS 
U.S~ Pol. 
u.s. Pqs. 
u.s. Phys~ Pol. 
North .Amer.ica Phys. Pol. 
South America Phy's. Pol~ 
Europe P~s • . Pol. 
School 
Pacific Ocean & Adjacent Areas 
Asia Phys~ Pol. 
Africa P~s~ Pol~ 
World 
.Air Map 
Outline Map of u.s. 
Globe 
Gro"U.p 
16 
16 
66 
100 
66 
84 
16 
33 
33 
100 
16 
16 
s4 
I Group 
--
-
-
-
II* Group III 
-
-
-
-
*The small number of geograpey courses offered or the total lack of them 
in the schools in Groups II and · III was such that a.ny figure · given here 
would distort the true picture of the situation in these schools. 
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!L'able :XXVI gives the percentage of geography classrooms containillg 
certain maps for schools only in Qroup I because of the small number of 
courses offered in the schools of Groups II and III~ 
It is interesting to note that each room where geogr-aphy was ta'llght 
in the schools of Group I, . was equipped with a map of North America and 
a map of the world. Air maps were found in . only one-sixth (16 per cent) 
of the geograpq classrooms. Maps of Europe were found in seven-eighths 
(84 per cent) of the rooms~ Globes, the only undistorted maps of the 
world, were found in se'V"en-eighths ( 84 per cent) of the rooms~ 
The maps founcll. in the rooiD.s where Ancient History, Economics, and 
Problems of Democracy are taught vary ili type to such an extent that a 
table showing the maps found in the respective rooms is impracticable~ 
The problem is very great in the rooms where Ancient History is taught 
because of the great variety of maps that the map publishers have 
produce~ 
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CRAP'l'ER I II 
SUMMAR!' AND CONCLUSIONS 
This survq included schools in the following towns and cities: 
]arre~ Fitchburg, Gr~ton, Hudson, Leldester, Leominster, Marlboro, Mil-
ford, lUllbury'~ Northboro, Spencer, Welleslq, and Worcester~ Its pul"pose 
was to ascertain the number and type of maps, globes and charts found in 
these schools. JJ.l the maJor map makers and lDa1lY' of the minor publishers 
were asked to aubmi t thei;r. minimma map standards for secondary schools. 
The map publishers did not have a minimum map standard established. ~ir 
position is that each school qstem should set up its own standards ac-
cording to its ability to appropriate money for maps, globes and charts. 
Several important implications emerge from the investigation whiCh 
deserve critical attention and further stu~. The SUliiJII8.1'7 of the findings 
of the author which are presented in the main bo~ of this thesis is as 
follows: 
1. There is wide diversity in the number of maps from school to 
school and even from classroom to classroom in the same building. 
2. Air maps are not present in the great maJority of the classrooms. 
Less than one~tenth (8~9 per cent) of the classrooms in t~ schools of 
Group I contained these maps. The schools of Group III did not have a 
e single air map._ 
3. Approximately three-fourths (75 per cent) of the classrooms did 
~ { not haTe a globe~ 
II 
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4. Less than thre~fourths (73~6 per cen~ of the classrooms con-
tained a map of Europe. 
5~ Approximately seven out of every ten classrooms had a map of 
the United States .• 
6. Only s!Steen per cent (16.4) of the rooms had maps of South 
.America. 
7. One-third of the social studies rooms contained a map of ~sia. 
g. One..;sixth of the rooms were furnished with a map of Australia~ 
9. A little less than on_e-fourth (24 per cent) of the rooms had 
maps of the continent of Africa~ 
10. United States history classrooms contained an average of 2.6 
historical maps. 
11. The Ancient history classrooms were equipped with an average 
of 6.3 maps per classroom. 
It is the hope of the author that this survey of the Jll8.PS, globes 
and charts found in the social studies classroom in the selected Central 
Massaclmsetts cities and towns wi~ serve in some wa:r to stimulate in-
terest in this acu~e problem~ It is regretted that a wider survey was 
not pessible. It is further hGJ.)ed that by some means school officials 
will be made to ·realize the handicaps' of secial. stu~ _instruction with 
an inadequate amount of maps, globes end charts. As a fin.al suggestion 
for emphasis, three general recommendations are offered. 
1. The need for a capital outl~ plan for map purchasing includ-
ing a fund for the depreciation of these maps. 
I 2. The need of more historical maps in the social stu~ classroom. 
~~--·=· 
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3~ The need for a map idnima set up by the reepective state 
departments of education for the purpose of 'facilitating the teaching 
of the social studies. 
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li.PPENDIX A 
Since many teachers are not aware of the many sources from which maps 
may be obtained the author has compiled a list through the help extended 
to him by the various publishers . 
There ara many types of maps, such as political maps (showing 
boundaries, cities, and so on); historical maps; di stribution maps 
(shoWing distribution of population, rainfall, products, and the like ) ; 
weather .maps, maps mowing air routes, railroad routes, and highways. 
For a basic wall map, a physical-political map (that is. a physical 
map on which political facts are superimposed) is considered to be best. 
No teacher, however, should be satisfied with a single map. Maps of many 
s izes and types are needed. The author suggests good sources for securing 
such maps . l Each address is given but once) In writing for free materials, 
I one should state that they are for educational use. 
Special Types .!21 Maps 
~maps - The :following map publishers sell large wall maps: 
Denoyer-Geppert Co . , 5235 Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago 40, Illinois . 
A.J. Nystrom and Co . , 3335 Elston Avenue, Chicago 18 , Illinois. 
Rand McNally and Co. , 536 s. Clark Street, Chicago 5, Illinois. 
Many school-supply companies sell wall maps as well as other :types. 
State maps - Rand McNally sells wall and desk maps of all states, showing 
county boundaries and names. Nystrom sells wall and desk maps in colors. 
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II Historie~l Maps - Sold by Denoyer-Geppert, Nystrom, Rand McNally, and many 
of the other school-supply companies. Atlases may be obtained from any of 
the above companies. 
~ail and HighWay Maps -May be obtained free from railroads (in timetables) 
bus stations, filling stations, and state highway departments. 
Globes -May be purchased from map publishers, school supply firsm, mail-
order houses, and department stores. A globe parcel with detailed dirac-
tions for making a two foot globe is sold by Industrial Arts Cooperative 
Service, 619 W. 12lst Street, New York, for ~2 .50 (shipping $.30 
additional). Globes can be made by .older pupils or the teacher. Parcel 
contai ns all important materials. 
Sources for Other Maps 
Air Age Education Research, 100 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. 
(1) ~ orld Air Routes. Large paper wall map, $1.00, small desk maps 25 for 
$.40; (2) u.s. Air Transport system Map in color, illustrated, size 
I
I 23» x 31", $ .10; (3) Air World Map . Free. 
Armour :Meat Packing Company, Public Relations Division, Chicago 9, I ll . 
Food source map, a picture map in color. One to a teacher; small black-
and-white copies for pupils. Free. 
Milton Bradley Company, Springfield 2, :Massachusetts . (Also New 
York l, and Chicago ·5) 
(1) Historical and Geographical outline maps up to size 12" x 18"; (2} Se1 
of picture maps of South America $.50. 
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British Information Service, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New 
York. 
(1) Large wall map o~ Great Britain showing natural and industr ial re-
sources . (2) Colored map of the British Commonwealth including colonies. 
Both free . 
Canadian National Railways, 105 ·w. Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois. 
Map of Canada and the United States, includes national parks of both 
countries . Free. 
Friendship Press , 156 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
Attractive colored picture maps of different regions, $ .25 and $.50. 
Hayes School Publishing Company, Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania. 
Book of Outline Maps for History and Geography. 12 pages of New Wor ld 
desk mapa, size 7'• x 10" printed in hectograph ink, $ .50 postpaid. 
McKinley Publishing Company, 809 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia 30, Penn. 
A variety of inexpensive outline desk mapsin four sizes ; also large wall 
out line maps. 
National Geographic Society, Washington 6, D.C. 
!Many excellent large maps on paper or linen ~.50 and ~1.00 each, postpaid. 
\ Pan American Airways System, Educational Director, BSE 42nd Street, 
bew York 17, New York. 
kap of present and proposed Pan American .Airways. Free • 
u.s. Department of Interior, Geological Survey, Washington 25, D.C. 
IneXPensive u.s. and State Maps. A. list of U.S. maps, and an index circular 
[
1 r ~ach state, sent free on request 
u.s. Department of Commerce. Weather Bureau, Washington 25, D.C .. 
ily Weather Map, size 19" x 24" , $ .30 a month . 
j_ 
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